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This paper proposes  a  design ot' Web  based Computerized Testing System(WCTS) tbr distanee
education.  The system  is consistently  designed te unify  the  functions ot' CATC(Computer Assisted
Test Construction), CBT(Cemputer Based  Testing) and  CADA(Computer  Assisted Data  Andlysis),
The  unique  features ot' this system  are  addressed  in the  CATC  und  the CADA  as t'ollows: 1,The
CATC  assists  teachers] shared  use  ot' item datubase, tt cooperative  construction  ot' a  distanee test
by teachers of  diff'erent schools,  and  un  interactive construction  of a  test. 2. The CATC  has a  test

score  distribution prediction  function using  past itern statistics  data in Item Data-Base, These
functions show  to the  teachers  the  predieted score  distribution during they  are  constructing  tt

test, These  funetions are  expected  to ussist  the  teuchers'  collaborative  test construction.  3. The
CADA  assists  an automated  process ot' data input through  test execution,  rnarking  , analysis  and

immediute f'eed--backs to the  teachers  ,students,  ttnd  the  system.  Especiul]y, it is an  unique  feature
to ttnalyze  the  newly  guthered  dattt like the number  of  times whieh  un  student  changed  his/her
answer  to un  item. Furthermore, this paper  demonstrates some  pertbrmances ofthis  system  for
evaluating  distance education  between  Japan and  Thailand.

Kay  worzis  : Distance edueation,  Web  System, Computer Based Testing, e-testing,  e-learning

             1. INTRODUCT]ON

  Practicai use  of  the Computer based Testing

(CBT) has been progressing for a few decades.
The  interests of  CBTs  studies  are  lurgely divided
into the fo11owing two: 1) the CBT  using  test

theories  and  2) the  CBT  based on  multi-media

technologies. In !), Computerized Adaptive

Testing System using  IRT  (Item Response  Theory)
has been  in practical use  with  the  advance  of  the

studies  of  the Item Response Theory. (See, for
example,  Beiar (1988), Wainer, H  <1999) ,and  so

on.)

  The test item seleetion  algorithm  using  the  IRT

has been expanded  to test construction  systern.

(see, for examp]e,  Lineden,E.J.V.D and  Veidkump,
B,P,(2002))

  In 2), the CBTs  based on  the multi-media

technologies  have been developed  for the

assessment  of  the ability, which  has never  been
evaluated,  as like ability for communication,  and

so  on. (See, for example,  Van Der Linden. Vv'.
j,(1999), Roever,C,(2001), Doug!as Quinney,
(2001)),Furthermore, Nagaoka ((1996)and (2000)
proposed an  unified  system  using  the  test theories

and  the multi-media  technolQgies,

  On  the other  hands, distance education  has

become a popular education  method  over  the  last
few years, The  main  idea ofthis  paper  is to utilize

these CBT  technologies to evaluation  in the

distance education  by expanding  the  CBTs  to the

Web  based Computerized Test System (WCTS),
Similarty, some  WCTSs  have already  been
developed. For example,  Nakayama, H. and

Matsuda, T. (1999) developed a  WCTS  for
classroom  manttgement.  In addition,  some

researchers  have expanded  computerized  adaptive

test system  based on  the  test theory  to web

based testing system  (for example,  see,  Ueno.M,
(1998), TYNg,Vincent and  Chan, S,C,F (2003),
Zaytseva,N and  Prokofieva, N.O, (2003))
  Especially, ETS(  Eductttionai Testing Service)

has put their Web  based  adaptive  testing  system

in commercial  business( see,  fbr example,

Wagner ,M.(2003)),  One  of remarkable  things in
this system  is the auto-marking  function for essay
form  items (Burstein, J, Kukieh, K., and  Wolff,S.

Lu.C. (1998 )).
  Although these systems  have some  excellent

features or some  advantages,  they  are  not

designed for usual  distunce education  situations.

  For example,  in these systems,  users  can  not

construct  a test, and  only  bender  stuffs  are

permitted to construct  a  test. In addition,  these

test systems  need  huge numbers  of  items for
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    The CATC  assists  teHchers shared  use  of

    item database, a cooperative  construction  of

    a distance test by teachers  of  di･fferent

    schools,  ttnd  an  interactive constructjon  of  a

    test.

2. The CATC  has a test score  distribution
    prediction  function using  past item statistics

    data in Item DateLBase. These functions show

    to the  teachers  the  predicted  score

    distribution during they are  eonstrueting  e

    test. These functions are expeeted  to assist
               1 t
    the teachers collaborative  test construction.

3. The CADA  assists  en  automated  process of

    data input through  test  execution,  marking,

    analysis  and  immediate feedmbacks to the

    teachers,  students,  and  the system..

    Espe6ially, it is an  unique  feuture to analyze

    the  newly  gathered  data like the  number  of

    times which  an  student  changed  his/her
    answer  to an  ltem,

Furthermore, this paper demonstrates some

performances of  this system  for evaluating

distance education  between  Japan and  Thailand.

                2, SYSTEM

  The proposed  WCTS  has the fo11owing
modules  ; 1) Item DatamBase(IDB), 2)CATC
(Computer Assisted Test Censtruction), 3)･CBT

(Computer Based Testing) 4)CAM(Computer
Assisted Marking) and  5)CADA(Computer
Assisted Data Analysis) as  shown  in Figure, 1.
Each module  is developed using  Java und

Microsoft SQL  clatabuse, and  then it is uvailable

through  ww  Web.  This system  is designed fbr
distance education  and  shared  use  of  teachers  in
diffbrent places, The details of  modu]es  are

introduced as fo11ows:
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validation  of the consrructed  test, In this sense,
the  system  which  teachers  can  construct  a  test  by

themselves  is desirable. Moreover, distance
education  is often  perfbrmed  with  collaboration

between teachers  who  stay  ln respectively

different places,

  From  these  view  points, this peper proposes  a

design of VV'eb based Computerized Testing
System (WCTS) for distance education,  The
system  design is consistent  to unify  the  function
CATC  (Computer Assisted Test Construction),･
CBT  (Computer Based  Testing) and  CADA

(Computer Assisted Data  Ana!ysis).

  The unique  features of this system  are

addressed  in the  CATC  and  the  CADA  as  fo11ows:
L  

' '

M.UENO

Fig.1, Outlineof tbesystem

/fIDB (Correct answer.  explnnation.

prob]em.  option)

vfir units  
=
 new  Array(

 ("b"," see Fig.1 and Fig.2", 
"
 Access Divide

among  different income greups  is clearly
observed  in", 

"Fixed

 telephone  line aecess",
"Mobile

 phone  access",  
"A]]

 three  media

mentioned  above"),

    Fig, 2, The  structure  ofthe  item datn-base

2. 1. Jtem Data Base aD&
  The IDB is a  test item Data-Buse which  the

system  refers, The IDB is made  by the teachers

according  to the  format shown  in Figure, 2,

  The file includes the  correet  answers  of  the

items, the explanations  ofthe  items, the  contents

of  the items, und  the options.  There is unother

Dutu-Base in the  IDB. This includes the  fo11owing

newly  gathered statistical  information fbr each
'ltem,

 
･

  e  The probabilities of  correct  answer  fbr

     each  item and  the probabilities of  selecting

     alternative  in a  multiple  choice  test item
  e  The average  and  variance  of response  times

     fbr each  item .

  e  The average  and  variance  number  of  times

     which  the  student  changes  his answer

The system  utilizes  this infbrmation to construct

and  present a test, Now, there are  240 items in
this IDB which  is made  by twe]ve teaehers,
      '

2,2. ComputerAssisted fest Construction rCA71 ]?

  This systern  assists  a distanee test construction.

This module  is one  of  the  unique  feutures of  the

proposed  system.

  A  teacher  can  construct  a test  through  internet,
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or  teachers of different schools  can  cooperate  to

construct  a test through  internet,

  First, a teacher aceesses  the Web  and  put his
name  und  passwords,  and  then the  menu  pege  is

presented. Next, he or  she  selects  the  button

corresponding  to CATC,  and  he or she  select

items to construet  a  test, then the system

presents the predictive test score  for the

constructed  test using  historical item data shown

in Figure. 3. The predictive score  distribution
cun  be obtained  by the  data which  have been
stored  in the CADA,

  As shown  in Figure. 3, the  shown  information is

given as  fo11ows:

A, 7Vieprobabiti4, ofcorneet answerfor  each  item
  A  set of  the probabilities of correct  answers  for
m  items e={e,}.(i=1.･･･.m} is estimated  using

historica) data and  are  presented by CATC,  e, as

a  Bayesian  estimation  bnsed upon  the  Binomia]

distribution (see, for example,  Ueno2000)  can  be
estimated  as  fo1]ows:

                   ,

               n, +a

           
e,=n+a,,

 (t=L---m}

where

    m  ; the  number  ofitems  ofthe  test

    n,;The  number  of  students  who  provide

        correct  answer

    n  ; The nurnber  of  students

    a'  ; The value  ofthe  hyper parameter

Technology

      Web  based Cornputerized Testing Systern fbr Distance Educat]on

                                                     ,
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ln addition,  here, we  set  a  
=1

 Because  the  value

of  the  hyper parameter  a' is 1 when  we  assume

that the prior distribution is uniform.

  When  the  teachers  decide to improve  or  change

test ]tems  in the constructed  test, this information
witt help their decision about  which  items need  to

be  repluced.

B. Predictive score  distribution

  The system  presents the  predictive score

distribution ofa  current  constructecl  test in order

to visualize  the current  status  of  the  constructed

test. It is expected  that  some  teachers  in distance

places eollaborate  to construct  the test by seeing

the  predictive score  distributlon.

  In this research,  we  employ  the mixture  model

of several  binomia] distributions as  a  predictive
score  distribution medel,

  Let x.(O,---,m)  be a  score  random  variable  for

the  test with  m  items, and  then  the  predjctjve
score  distribution is defined by

   p(xle)=S[p(M,)p(xlm,.e,)]
            t=t

         =  #., [p(M, )(:)e,Mo- e, y,n-i,]

where  m,(L･･･,m)  means  the i-th model.  Here,
we  consider  that the predictive score  distribution
is a mixture  of  the models  {M,},(i=1.･･･.m) (the
binomial distributions) which  have, respectively,

rwmpffva.asnyTte:mgwwwnyifw,p,eTrr.,wlfi.:3ursw,=y,=y,llw.y･v,ue.:,'e:-gunwr'asmg!e{las'.rm...,wwagfissgesslwwmp..uawthr
               Fig. 3. Prpdictive gcoFe  distributlon for the  constructed  test
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the probabilities parameters  {a},(i=L･･･,m) ,
However, now,  we  have no  knowledge about

 {M,},{i=L･･-.m} , then we  set  the  fo11owing

uniform  prior distribution

                         1
                 p<M,)=-
                        m

The predictive number  of  students  n.  in each

score  x  is given using  the fo11owing generated n

random  numbers.

             n.pm'tlo"'  p(xlO))

Thus, the system  shows  the  distribution of  n. as

a  predictive score  distribution. This predictive
distribution is called  

"plug-in
 distribution 

"(For

example,  Aitchson, j, 1975),
By seeing  this distribution information, the

teachers can  recognize  the  degree of  diMcu]ty of

the  constructed  test.

C  TIhe responseprobabilitiesfor  atternatives

  The system  also  presents the  response

probabilities for elternatives  in mu]tiple  choice

items using  historical test data, This information
will  also help the  teeehers' their decision about

what  item needs  to  be rep]aced,  when  they  decide
te improve or  change  test items in the

constructed  test  by seeing  the predictive score

distribution.

  Thus, the teachers, who  participate in the

distance education,  can  interactively construct  a

test  using  these'functions.

2,3, ComputerBasedfesting CC'B7;)
  The CBT  assists  executing  the  constructed  test

in 2.2. The students  access  the  server,  and  they

put his name  end  passwords, and  then the system

presents the multiple  choice  test items as  shown

in Figure, 4.

Fig. 4. An  examp]e  of  CATs

M  UENO

2.4. ComputerAssistedMarking(CLxlopand
      ComputerAssistedDataAnatysisrC:4LLtl?

  The system  shows  the analyzed  results  to the

students  to  some  feedbacks us  shown  in Figure, 5.
The feedbacks includes each  student's  score,  his
level, and  explanation  of  his answers.  The one  of

advantages  of  CAM  is that  the student  can  get
his/her results  and  feedbacks as soon  as  he or  she

completed  the test. Furthermore, the system

shows  the  feed back to  the  teachers  as  fo11ows]

A. fest clata  matrix

  This feed--back is a basic test da,ta matrix  shown
t s

m  Figure. 6. The column  indicates the students

IDs, and  the row  indicates students'  test scores

and  the correct  answers  and  the stuclents'

answers.  This feedback is designed to be easy  that

the  teachers  ean  copy  to the  spreadsheet  soft

wares,fbr  example,  Microsoft Excel, and  so  on,

B, fest score  distributions
  This feedback provides us  the test score

distributions, and  the  probabi]ities of  correct

answers  to the items, corresponding  to the

executed  test  by the  teachers.  An  example  of  the

feedbacks is shown  in Figure. 7.

  Especially, the  unique  feature of  this module  is

that the feedbacks are  corresponding  to distance
education  between severa]  classes.  In usual

distance education,  several  elasses  participate in
the class, In this case,  the teacher of  each  elass  is
interested in his/her own  classes'  feed-backs.

This system  presents the feedbacks to classify the
students'  class. The feedbacks for the two  classes

and  the unified  feedbacks are  shown  in Figure. 7,
In this case,  we  can  see  that the ISt class provides

less score  than 2"d class,

C  ltem respense  time distribution

  Item response  time data is one  of  unique  data

obtained  from CBT,  and  some  researchers  have

given much  effbrt  to  develop e new  analysis

methods  for this newly  gained data, (see for

example,  Nagaoka, K, and  Wu  A, (1989) 
,
 Nagaoka,

K. and  Ueno  M. (1991), and  Ueno, M. (1992)).
These studies  utilize the property that response

time data reflects the  number  of  cognitive

processes of the item. Thus, item response  time

data is effective  for item eveluations.

  This system  also  visualizes  item response  time

distributions for the evaluatjon  of  the items as

shown  in Figure. 8, From  Figure. 8, we  can  see

that item 4 needs  more  time compared  with  the
other  items. Following the previous studies,  it is
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                   Fig. s An example6f  feedbacks to a gtua5fi{

Fig, 6. Test data matrix

interpreted that item 4 needs  deep consideration

or  item 4 is more  diMcult than the other  items in
the  sense  of  cognitive  processes,

D, 71he numbers  qf"answer-changing times

  One  of  unique  features of the CADA  in this

paper  is the information about  the numbers  of

changing  answers  tirnes. Although the  previous

researches  concerned  with  CBT  or E-learning
have rarely  discussed about  the  numbers  of

changing  answers  times, there  are  some

researches  in psychology  society  (For example,

Rele P,J. and  Briggs LJ, (1952), Bath J.A. (1972),
Foote R. and  Belinsky C, (1972), Press]ey M. and

63

  Fig. 7. Test scere  distribution and  correct  Probability

  for each  item for several  classes

Ghatala E.S. (1988), Pressley M., Ghatala E.S,
Woloshyn  V. and  Pirie J. (1990), and  Geiger M.A.

(1991)).
  The results,  which  is concernecl  with  the CBTs,

of these researches  are  summarized  up  as fo11ows

(Ueno, M.  (1992) ):

  e  The number  of  times  a  student  change

     his/her answer  is an  index reflecting

     selfLconfidence  for his lher own  knowledge,

  e  The number  of  times a  student  change

     his/her answer  in a multiple  choice  item is

     an  index reflecting  delusiveness of  the

     choice  alternatives.  This index reflects  how
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     much  the alternatives  in the  multiple  choice

     item work  well,  That is, this index also

     concerns  dificulty of  the item.

  Considering these results,  this system  presents
the  distribution of  students'  changing  answer

times  as  an  index of the  delusion which  the item

has. An example  is shown  in Figure. 9. This
exampEe  shows  that the modes  in statistics  of  the

number  of  times  students  change  their answers

equals  1 for any  ofthe  six  items,

 3 APPLICMIONTO[NTERNKI']ONALD]SILdLNCE

                EDUC,scION

3,1. 0uthne ofactuat distance education

  In order  to demonstrute some  performance  of

this system,  this section  will  discuss about

app]ication  to the  distance educatjon  between

Japen und  Thuiland.

  The distance education  was  completed  using

the  TV  conference  system  between Thamassat
University in Thailand and  Nagaoka  University of
Technologl,' in Japan, on  17th,March, 2001. Two

    Fig. 8. Item response  time  distributions

-nvWT':nrr,:Tig

    Fig,9. The
    answpr  tlmes

,SS,M/lwworV=i

distrlbution

  e7.ng,/,,ma  {,m.wwwv,

ofstudents'  changing

M,UENO

ISDN lines were  employed  in this practice, For
this month,  the  five distance lectures were

performed  between two universities,

  The subject,  which  the teachers used  tbis system,

is 
[`

 Internationa] Industry Po}itics" , The instruction
style is that a  teacher in Japan and  a  teacher in
Thailand eooperate  to instruct to the students  in
Thamussat University. Thirty two  students  in
Thamassat University participated in this class,  A

distance lecture situation  is shown  in Figure. 10.

  After the leeture from Japan to Thailand, the

Web  based test was  executed  as  shown  in Figure.
11. As soon  as  the test was  eumpleted,  various

feed-backs related  in the section  2.4. were  shown

ft'om the system.  The test was  constructed  by
cooperation  of  the teucher in Japan and  Thailttnd
using  this system,  The  CATC  presented the

predictive test score  distribution using  the past
data which  was  stored  in clata base, In this case,

the teachers previously inputted their own  test

items, which  they have executed  in past  lecture,
with  needed  stat]stical  data into the  DB.  In

addjtion,  the  test had been eonstructed  by two

Fig. 10, The distance tecture from Japan to Thailand

               lf 
･

k$;at'.il
 ･

 Fig. 11,A  situation  of  Web baged Test in Thailand
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teachers  for a  few days, They  cooperated  to select

the  test items from the  data- base in this system

through the internet in diffbrent countries.  The

predictive distribution shown  in Figure, 3 related

in the section  2.2. was  constructed  in this

practlce.

3.2. EvaluationofPredictiveDistribution 
･

  In this section,  the predictive distribution

function shown  in Figure. 3 is evaluated.  The

Figure. 12 shows  the  predictive distribution of  test

score  obtained  from the CATC  and  the real

distribution of  the test score  obtained  from the

CADA.  In the  case  that the test score  is two,,the

diffbrence between the predicted score  and  the

real  score  is large, but 1arge difference can  not  be
found for the  other  scores.  In addition,  the chi

squared  test -shows
 the fitting between the

predietive score  frequencies and  the real

frequencies with  a=O.1(z!  =10.785),  Here, the

frequency of the predictive score  5 is zero,  then this

data is treated  as  a missing  data. However, it should

be noted  that there are  some  data of which  frequency

is less than  five in this data, this does not  satisfy  the

condition  of  the chi  squared  test, in the  strict  sense.

In this sense,  we  have to gather more  data to provide
valid  evaluation  ofthis  prediction function.

3.3. Examptes  of item evaluation  ]7'om various

     viempoints

  This section  demonstrates some  examples  of

item evaluation  using  correct  answer  probabilities,

response  tirne'data, and  changing  answers  times,

in order  to show  seme  advantages  of  evaluation

from various  viewpoints.

  Figure. 13 shows  the probabilities of  correct

answers  for the items, Figure. 14 shows  the modes

of  response  time distributions for the items, and

Figure. 15 shows  the averages  of  changing

Frecuency
  15

     

     
  12
     

  .9

   6

   3

o

 Fig.score

OIZ3456
                       Test Score

12, The predictive distribution and  real  test

distribution

                                          6S

answers  times for the items.

  From Figure. 13, we  can  see  that  items 4, 5, and

6 are same  diMculty items in the sense  of correct

answer  probabilities, However, we  can  see  that item

The probabiiity
of  correct  ansver

 1.0
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.o
     1

  Fig.
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                    The lte-  nu-ber
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  D
      t z 3 4 5 S

                              Tht ittta number

 Fig. 14, The modes  of  response  time  distrjbutioms

lhe everete  of

the ctmasin{
"nswers  ti-es
 ze
 l.S
 1.6
 1.4
 1.2
 1.0
 O,8
 e.6
 e.4
 O.2
 ao
        t Z S 4S S

                               The itemndw

 Fig. 15. The averages  of  ehanging  answers  times
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5 is the most  diMcult item in the sense  of response

time date fi'om Figure, 14. Similarly, Figure, 15 also

shows  thttt item 5 is the most  dificult in the sense

of  the  averages  of  changing  answers  times,

Therefore, it is interpreted thut  item 5 needs

deeper consideration  than item 4 and  6.

  Next, )et take item 3 as  another  example  of item
evaluatien.  ]tem 3 has the  longest response  time

average  in all items, nevertheless  it is the  easiest

item. On  the other  hand, from  Figure. 15, we  can

see  that  it shows  the  least average  time  of

changing  unswers  in all items. This means  that

jtem 3 can  be solved  by repeating  very  easy

consideration  processes, The  students  take  long

time to solve  this item, but they  are  confident  to

derive their  answers.

  As shown  in this example,  the various  data which
is presented from the  CADA,  we  can  deeply
recognize  the  item charueters  from various

viewpoints. And  it is expected  that these evuluutions

ure  effbctive  for improvements ofthe  items.

      4. ENLn,LUMIONBYQUESTIONAIRES

  The  questionnaires investigutions were  provided
to the  students  as  soon  as  the  test  was  completed

in order  to evaluate  the web  basecl computerized

testing sy$tem.  The  contents  ofthe  questionnaires
are  shown  as fo11ows:

O  Did you  fee] any  problems  about  the  Web

   based computerized  test system  including
   man-machine  interface?
1, Strongly egree  2. Agree 3, Faire 4. Deny 5.
   Strongly deny

CD How  did you fee] about  the Vv'eb based

   test compared  with  paper tests?
1. Very  Poor, 2, Poor 3. So so  4. Excellent 5.

   Very Excellent

@  HQw  did you  feel about  the instantuneous
   feed-back from the  svstem?

1. Very Poor, 2, Poor 3. So so  4. Excel]ent 5.

   Very  Excel]ent

@  Do you think that eomputerized  testing style

   effects  to your  test score?

l. Strong]y agree  2. Agree  3, Ftijre 4, Deny  5,
   Strongly den>J

eHow  did you  fee] about  the Web  based

   computerized  test  system  totally?

1. Very Poor, 2, Poor 3. So so  4. Exce]lent 5.

M  UENo

     Very Excellent

    The  results  ure  shown

  and  21, respective]y.

    The  Figure. 17 shows
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   Fig. 16.
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The resu}ts  for the  questionnaire item 1
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   Fig, 17
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. The results  for the  questionnaire  item 2

    l

Fig. 18. The

 2 3 4 5
                   Aitematives

results  for the questionnaire  itern 3

'
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   Fig 19. The results  for the questionnaire  item 4
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  Fig. 20, The results  for the questionnaire  itern 5

It shows  that  the system  hns good  man-machine

interface,
  The  Figure. 18 shows  the results fbr the  item 2,

It does not  show  strong  superiority  to paper  test

style,  but it shows  that  the  students  dicl not  feel

worse  than paper test style at  Ieast.

  The Figure. I9 shows  the  results  for the item 3.
From  the  results,  it is known that the  almost  a,]l

the  students  appreciate  the  instantaneeus

feedmback ofthe  test in this system.

  The  Figure. 20 shows  the results  for the  item 4.

It shows  that almost  all the  students  did not  feel

that the  web  based computerized  test effected  to

their test score.  However, a few people  think  that

the test method  effected  to their  test score,  and

we  shoutd  investigate the  reasons.

  The Figure. 20 shows  the results  for the  item 5.

The item 5 asked  the  students  about  the system

total]y. From  the results, we  know thut  this

system  was  uppreciated  by almost  all the students

except  a few students,

  Thus, it is shown  that  the proposed system  is

                                       67

                         be used  in uetual

situation  from the results.

 S. EYALUMIONBYINTERV]EW[NGTEACHERS

  This section  discusses about  an  evaluation  of

the system  by interviewing two teuchers  who  use

this system  to construct  u test. Their opiniens

are  summarized  up  as fo11owing:
  e  The system  is very  convenient  to construct

     a test between two  teachers  in diffbrent

     places, and  there is no  serious  problem  in

     the  systern.

  e  The instantaneous feed'back function is

     very  excellenr.

  e  Although there  was  no  problem  because the

     teachers  were  lectured enough  about  how to

     use  this system  or  how to interpret various

     feed-backs, the feed-back might  be too

     much  and  be diMcult to interpret by

     themselves.  
'

  e  The  predictive function were  also

     convenient,  However.  when  there are  not

     lots of items, the function might  not  effbct

     to their decision to select  items.

  e  It might  be  dificult to construct  a test for

     new  subjects.  Because it needs  to write  new

     items and  input them  into the system.  It will

     overlead  the teachers.

From  these opinions,  the  future tasks  to improve
the  system  are  considered  as fo11ows:

  1. Development  of  an  instruction system  to

     help the teachers'  comprehension  about

     the functions ofthe  system  ttnd  data analysis
     methods.

  2. Propelling the use  of this system  for

     teuehers'  usuul  lectures without  Iimiting

     distance lectures style, It will  help teachers'

     comprehension  about  system  and  it will

     make  the  IDB,  which  the teachers  make  a

     great effbrt  to build, worthier  by increasing

     the oppurtunities  of using  it.

             6. CONCLUS[ONS

  This paper  proposed  u design of  Web  besed

Computerized Testing System (NA"'CTS) for

Distance Education. The system  is consistently

designed to unify  the functions of CATC

(Computer Assisted Test Construction), CBT

(Compurer Based  Testing) and  CADA  (Cemputer
Assisted Data Analysis).
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   The unique  features of this system  are  as

 fo11ows:
   1. The CATC  assists  teachers'  sharecl  use  of

     item database, a  cooperative  construction  of

     a  distance test  by teachers  of  diffbrent
     schools,  and  an  interactive construction  ofa

     test.

   2. The CATC  has tt test  score  distribution

     prediction function using  past  item statistics
     data in Item Data-Base. These functions

     show  to the teachers the predicted score

     distribution during they'  are  constructing  a

     test, These functions are  expected  to assist

     the teachers' collaborative  test construction.

  3. The  CADA  assists  an  automated  process of

     data input through  test execution,  marking  
,

     analysis  and  immediate feed-bucks  to the

     teachers ,students,  and  the system.

     Espeeially, it is an  unique  feature to analyze
     the newly  gathered  data Iike the number  of

     times  which  an  student  changed  his/her
     answer  to an  ltem.

  Furthermore, this paper  demonstrated some

perfbrmances  of this system  fbr evaluating

distance education  between Japan and  Thailand,

  Moreover, from the  teachers' interview, the

fo11owing future tasks were  pointed  out:

  1. Development of an  instruction system  to

     help the teachers' comprehension  about  the

     functions of  the system  and  data analysis

     methods,

  2. Propelling the use  of  this system  fbr

     teachers'  usual  lectures without  limiting

     distance lectures style,  It will  help teachers'

     comprehension  about  system  and  it will

     make  the  ID, which  the  teachers  make  a

     great  effort  to build, worthier  by  increasing
     the opportunities  of using  it.

  In addition,  the  author  cou]d  not  get the test

construction  process datu between two  teachers in
this practice. However,  it will  be a very

interesting task to analyze  the  process of

collaboration  by a  number  of  teachers,  ancl  it

should  be executed  in near  future.
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